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Two founding myths of modernity, British coffee houses and Parisian arcades, 
have both been described as stages for the public display of private persons. The 
former was a “micro-stage where visitors could enact their chosen personalities”1 
and the latter, a promenade for the bourgeoisie to “display itself to the world.”2 
Central to these two spaces of appearance are two objects of inquiry: fashion 
and architecture. By forensically reconstructing these objects, the myths are put 
to the test. In the first, the egalitarian ideal claimed by the coffee house is pitted 
against reality, where architecture and fashion conspire to produce new lines of 
exclusion. In the second, the aesthetic character of the Arcade as phantasmagoria 
is dissected, and again architecture and fashion are charged as conspirators in 
producing the politically debilitating dream state.
Coffee house interiors dissolved social hierarchies, leaving space for fashion to 
emerge as a primary vehicle of power. A study of 17th C. British interiors crossed 
with a forensic reconstruction of coincident fashions reveals the transfer of 
power from space to fashion. This transfer of power led to fashion-based forms 
of exclusion. Literal lines of exclusion are identified in the silhouette of a cuff or 
an overcoat. It is in these “trivial” sartorial nuances that power embedded itself.
Arcade architecture and its coincident fashions both framed modernity in the 
images of earlier epochs. Arcades cited early eastern and classical architecture, 
while coincident fashions cited the Elizabethan age. At the same time, a number 
of technological innovations were emerging in architecture and fashion. These 
include gas lighting, iron construction, mechanical looms, and new sartorial 
forms. This coupling, of citation and innovation, past and future, represents the 
principal aesthetic quality of the phantasmagoria.  The phantasmagoria created 
AbstrACt
1Christoph Grafe, Cafés and Bars: The Architecture of Public Display (New York: Routledge, 2007), 28.
2 Johann Friedrich Geist, Arcades, The History of a Building Type, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1983), 114.
va false sense of progress and consequentially hindered concerted political action.  
A forensic reconstruction of arcade architecture and fashion unearths the 
material properties of these time-transcendent citations, premature innovations, 
and the phantasmagoria produced by their coupling.  
While centering on the problematic, this thesis recognizes these relationships 
are dialectical, and exist as problem and potential.  In the coffee house, potential 
laid in the new opportunity to make oneself uniquely visible in the public realm. 
In the arcades the potential laid in their ability to reveal the inefficacies of 
the capitalist system, and paradoxically, provided the necessary shock to spark 
concerted political action.
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1introduction
Western democratic capitalism can trace its political and economic lineage 
through British Coffee Houses and Parisian Arcades—the two great founding 
myths of modernity. Both were early instances of private property commodified 
into public space and both were fueled by commodities: the coffee bean and 
textiles respectively. Coffee houses and arcades were also, however, spaces of 
appearance. The space of appearance is a political space in which “I appear to 
others as others appear to me, not merely as living things or inanimate objects 
but to make appearance explicit.”1  Through these founding myths it is easy to 
see how politics and economics, or more specifically capitalism and democracy, 
became so irrevocably entwined.
With the entwining of politics and economics in Coffee Houses and Arcades, 
it comes as little surprise that fashion would be central to both. Fashion is the 
paramount political-economic object. Fashion’s political function lies in its 
incredible revelatory potential, which brings identity to the surface making 
“appearance explicit.”2  As an economic object, fashion’s ephemerality turns the 
cog of consumer capitalism.
Fashion’s centrality to these politically and economically entwined architectural 
types is then not surprising.  There are, however, gaps in the literature as to how 
the sartorial and architecture relate in these typologies. The gaps were narrowed 
when Walter Benjamin’s Arcades Project (finally published in 1988) tied fashion 
and architecture together as two of modernity’s leading players in the site of 
the Parisian Arcades, players whose radical potential was never realized within 
the capitalist mode of production. His chapter on fashion catalyzed a sizable 
body of scholarship on fashion in the arcades, especially from fashion theorists. 
Expectedly, much of this scholarship skims the architectural in favour of the 
1 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958), 199.
2 Ibid.
2sartorial. Similarly, architectural theorists working with Benjamin’s magnus opus 
often neglect fashion’s important role, and it relationships with architecture. This 
thesis aims for a more balanced analysis of the architectural and sartorial in both 
British coffee houses and Parisian arcades. 
Through a forensic reconstruction, this thesis brings the sartorial and 
architectural into a single space of analysis. The forensic reconstruction pieces 
together architectural and sartorial data in an attempt to reconstruct coffee 
houses and arcades as the complex assemblages that they were. Through this 
reconstruction, relationship emerge at various scales and the complexity of both 
spaces is brought into focus. Furthermore, these assemblages prove the modern 
urban environment, and public space more specifically, is as much influenced by 
the architectural as it is by the sartorial, especially when the two are imbricated. 
Through this method, imbrications are unearthed, effectively destabilizing or 
corroborating public space theories like Habermas’s public sphere and Benjamin’s 
phantasmagoria.  Architecture and fashion are both potent forces, and ones that 
have piloted us to our current democratic capitalist model. Their centrality to 
the two great founding myths of modernity, British coffee houses and Parisian 
arcades, proves the potency of these forces.
The primary findings of this research center on the architectural-sartorial 
relationship as it relates to public space of the 18th and 19th centuries. Secondary 
findings concern the actual tools and processes used to pursue the primary 
findings.
3metHodology
A forensic reconstruction of the mundane
Eyal Weisman’s practice, Forensic Architecture, provides the methodological 
precedent for this investigation.  Forensic architecture is the “production of 
architectural evidence” and its subsequent exhibition “in juridical and political 
forums.”3  Weizman’s work focuses on the extremes—on the human rights 
and environmental violations that leave their traces in the built and natural 
environments. Cases range from drone strikes in Gaza to the Grenfell Tower fire 
of 2017. 
Forensic architecture, however, is not limited to buildings. It is rather an inquiry 
of all spatial, material and temporal relations pertaining to the event under 
investigation. Here, the events under investigation are the 18th-century public 
sphere and the 19th-century phantasmagoria. As forensics is about relations, it 
is never focused on an object in isolation but rather the “complex assemblage” 
of several objects.4 These objects can include peoples, spaces, temporalities and 
even theories. The potential of the reconstructed object or space is not intrinsic, 
but rather as it is understood in relation to other reconstructions. While the 
primary relation in this thesis surrounding the public sphere and phantasmagoria 
is an architectural-sartorial one, other subsidiary relationships emerge such as 
relations between fields of study like economics and politics, and theorists like 
Arendt and Benjamin. The complexity of these two events, or assemblages, is 
made legible in the forensic reconstruction process.
This thesis takes forensic architecture and applies it to quotidian arenas of life 
rather than the extremes. In applying a rigour typically reserved for missile 
strikes to benches, jacket cuffs, sconces and puffed sleeves, the unsung powers 
of the seemingly mundane emerges. Furthermore, this application brings 
3 Eyal Weizman, Forensic Architecture: Violence at the Threshold of Detectability (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
2017), 9.
4 Eyal Weizman, Paulo Tavares, Susan Schuppli, and Situ Studio. “Forensic Architecture.” 
Architectural Design 80, no. 5 (2010): 62.  
4Figure 002 “Interior of a London Coffee-House” illustration used in forensic reconstruction
Figure 001 Index of Coffee Houses used to map the public sphere (see figure 025). 
the theoretical into an empirical space. This space is created by a number of 
visual effects and game industry tools that, I argue, should be added to the 
architectural toolkit. A pipeline of cloth solvers, rigging and skinning systems, 
and sculpting tools work to process and pipe sartorial and architectural data into 
a single analytical space. These tools provide great insight into malleable and 
time-dependent materials as opposed to the rigid and static for which much of 
architectural curriculum gravitates.
The process begins with data collection. Forensic reconstruction requires the 
amalgamation of data from various sources. While Weizman’s data is collected 
from sources like the media and remote sensing technologies, data here is 
collected from museum databases, artistic recreations of domestic interiors, 
archival architecture drawings, 19th C. travelogues, and costume books 
(figures 001–009).  Data collected also addresses various scales of the sartorial-
architecture relationship, from the urban to the ornamental.
5Figure 003 Bench illustration used as reference for reconstruction
Figure 004 Artistic rendering of fashionable living room (1690)
6Figure 005 Fashion pattern used to reconstruct men’s fashions during the coffee house era
7Figure 006 Archival architectural drawings of the Galerie Colbert
8Figure 007 Archival architecture drawings for the Gallerie Vivienne
9Figure 008 1820 and 1830 sleeve patterns to reconstruct arcade fashions
10
Figure 009 1860 Ruff sewing pattern used to reconstruct Elizabethan fashions
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The architectural and sartorial data is then processed through appropriate 
pipelines. A pipeline is a linear set of instructions or computations aligned 
to achieve some output. The architectural pipeline involves tracing archival 
drawings in 2D and extruding them into 3D models. This is not new.  Additions 
to the conventional process came at the detail level, when reconstructing worn 
oak furniture in the coffee house and friezes in the arcades (figures 010–011). 
These detail level reconstructions were accomplished using virtual sculpting 
tools. 
A virtual sculpting tool is defined as a “computer modeling system in which the 
goals and techniques of traditional sculpting are emulated.”5  Virtual sculpting 
involves pushing and pulling vertices on polygonal meshes at various subdivision 
levels. Sculpting on a lower subdivision level works to acquire a general mass, 
while higher subdivision levels contain detail. Unlike nurbs modelling, which 
uses curves and surfaces, polygonal modelling works on vertices, lines and faces. 
Polygonal modelling is considered more intuitive than nurbs modelling but has 
higher memory requirements.6   
The intuitive process is made more intuitive by a pressure-sensitive pen user-
interface, as opposed to more esoteric user-interfaces of modelling tools like 
Grasshopper.  Polygonal models are sculpted to the desired level of detail and 
then baked into displacement maps for use in rendering engines like Redshift. 
Displacement maps store height information in pixels that, at render time, 
displace vertices on a tessellated mesh.  The sartorial pipeline, discussed next, also 
ended in virtual sculpting. 





The goal of the architectural pipeline is to reconstruct architectural objects 
through which relationships can emerge at various of scales. These relations 
might exist at the perspective level, such as the perspective down the Galerie 
Vivienne compared with the Galerie Colbert, or at the detail level, when 
contrasting worn oak in Coffee Houses with more refined materials in 
coincident domestic spaces. Using a digital medium, relationships can be seen at 
a range of scales that wouldn’t be possible, at least not with any level of efficiency, 
using a physical medium. Furthermore, a digital medium limits the need for 
traditional sartorial techniques when reconstructing sartorial forms (see Fashion 
Pipeline, p. 13).
Figure 011 Sculpted arcade ornament
Figure 010 Sculpted coffee house bench (left) and fashionable living room details (right). Red circles 
represent the sculpting brush’s area of influence.
13
The process for sartorial reconstruction was much more involved. It required the 
use of cloth solvers, rigging and skinning systems, as well as the aforementioned 
sculpting tools. First, a body was needed to model on top of. My body was set 
as a constant datum from which I could measure the sartorial against.  The body 
is the fundamental common denominator of architecture and fashion. “Both 
building and clothes are a mediating layer between the body, the environment 
and others.”7  Three methods of translating the physical body into the digital 
were tested. These include photogrammetry, scratch modelling and 3D scanning. 
3D scanning proved the optimal balance of accuracy and efficiency (figure 012). 
The resulting triangulated mesh (figure 013) was retopologized into quads to 
optimize cloth solving calculations later in the pipeline (figures 014). 
Next, cylinders were modelled onto major body parts including the head, neck, 
limbs shoulders and torso (figure 015).  These acted as surfaces on which 2D 
garment meshes were wrapped. Fashion patterns, which can be found in the 
appendix (figures 094-106) were then traced as 2D meshes and wrapped to 
appropriate cylinders (figures 016-017). A shirt front was wrapped to the front 
of the torso cylinder, a sleeve to the arm cylinder, and so on. Mesh edges are 
then “digitally sewn” using a cloth solver (figures 018-020). A cloth solver is a 
computational tool that takes a mesh surface and recreates and applies physical 
forces like gravity to it. Fabric properties can be defined in the cloth solver, so 
if the costume book specified a piece should be stiffened, as was the case with 
many coats and waist coats, fabric properties were adjusted to match. Finally, 
virtual sculpting was used to model sartorial details like embroidery or button 
holes (figure 023-024).
Fashion Pipeline
7 Louise Crewe, The Geographies of Fashion (London: Bloomsbury, 2017), 15.
14
The primary goal of the fashion pipeline was an attempt at accurately recreate 
the events—that is the public sphere and the phantasmagoria—with all relevant 
objects. Fashion, as many theorists have suggested, was incredibly relevant to 
both. To have sartorial reconstructions in digital media meant relations could be 
more easily made with architectural objects of the same material. Architecture 
constructions can be seen as static, while garment constructions are incredibly 
more time-dependent. This difference is clear when cutting sections through 
a dress (figures 091-092), which reveals the vast number of layers required to 
achieve the dress’s final form. This layered construction can only be achieved 
using tools like the cloth solver.  In contrast, digital architectural reconstructions 
are simply hollow shells. Obviously, architectural forms are, in reality, not hollow, 
but for this research, relations can emerge using hollow shells.
Figure 012 3D Scan
15
Figure 015 Bounding boxes drawn Figure 016 Fashion pattern made into mesh
Figure 013  Resulting triangulated mesh Figure 014 Retopologized mesh
16
Figure 017 Mesh wrapped to corresponding cylinders Figure 018 Cloth solver calculation starts
Figure 019 Calculating Figure 020 Cloth solver calulcation end
17
Figure 021 Garment pieces layered to create a single outfit. 
18
Figure 022 Example of a 2D sewing pattern. These 
patterns constitute the initial data to be processed by 
the sartorial pipeline. Sewing lines are depicted with 
dashed lines. 



























Figure 023 Sartorial details like button holes achieved through digital sculpting
20
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Figure 025 Map of London coffee houses using index from Bryant Lillywhite’s London Coffee Houses. Pink dot 
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Fashion, Architecture and the “Public Sphere”
The coffee house represented the new social and political frame of the post-
feudal world. Consumer revolutions in the 17th and 18th C., spawned by the 
transition from feudalism to capitalism, led to the expansion of British foreign 
trade. A number of imperialist outfits were established, with the East India 
Trading Company (C. 1600) claiming majority control of coffee imports by the 
early 18th C.8 The coffee house was deeply indebted to the expansion of western 
capitalism and it colonialist practices.
In 1652, the first British coffee house opened in St. Michael’s Alley, Cornwall 
(figure 025).9  In these early years the Virtuosi was the primary if not only 
patrons of the British coffee house.10 The Virtuosi was a bourgeois circle of men 
who were tied by their preoccupation with the intellectual and exotic.11 Coffee’s 
exotic character, in it’s early years, deemed it of great interest to this bourgouis 
circle. Simply put, they were the coffee house’s early adopters. The Virtuois were 
also absorbed in matters of taste. Being that their headquarters was the coffee 
house, it is ironic that the coffee house ideal claimed to disregard objects of taste, 
like fashion. Furthermore, coffees own characters as a fashionable object—a 
novelty of exotic origins, that is first consumed by the upper classes and trickles 
to the lower—adds to this irony. As coffee imports increased, costs decreased 
until coffee was accessible across all socio-economic classes. A mere penny for 
a cup meant lower classes could mingle with the upper around the exotic drink. 
This coincides with a multiplication of coffee houses from one in 1665 to 3000 
by 1710, when coffee houses reached their height (figure 025).12
Coffee’s pharmacological properties drastically differentiate this space from other 
public spaces like taverns and pubs. For the first time, men could come together 
8 Brian Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), 66.
9 Old English Coffee Houses (Emmaus: The Rodale Press, 1954), 5.
10 Cowan, The Social Life, 87.
11 Ibid., 90. 
12 Jurgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (Cambridge: The MIT 
  Press, 1991), 32.
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under sober conditions rather than the drunk and disorderly conditions taverns 
and pubs were infamous for.13   While taverns and pubs were a public space long 
predated the coffee house, they could never have been the site for the deliberative 
democracy that unfolded in the coffee houses. Men congregating under sober 
conditions and with rational faculties was critical to the success of coffee houses 
as a political space. This level of sobriety also opened up perceptions of sartorial 
nuances that this thesis claims are of critical importance to the undermining 
of the public sphere. Furthermore, the coffee houses central to this thesis are 
those in London. While Vienna has an elaborate history of coffee houses, the 
Viennese coffee house wasn’t as central to the dominant discourse surrounding 
the public sphere.
13 Cowan, The Social Life, 105.
Figure 026 “Interior of a London Coffee-House”
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The British coffee house, or “public sphere” as it is famed, fostered a deliberative 
democracy in which status was meant to be left at the door.14   The only thing 
to be evaluated in political and philosophical debate was the strength of the 
argument, any indications of class were intentionally disregarded.15  Habermas 
first gave definition to the non-hierarchal ambitions of the coffee house in The 
Transformation of the Public Sphere (1991). In it he writes, “The coffee house not 
merely made access to the relevant circles less formal and easier; it embraced 
the wider strata of the middle class, including craftsmen and shopkeepers. Ned 
Ward reports that the ‘wealthy shopkeeper’ visited the coffee house several times 
a day, this held true for the poor one as well.”16  In many ways the coffee house 
was spatially staged to be non-hierarchical. The illustration, titled “Interior of a 
London Coffee-House” (figure 026), was the spatial template for British coffee 
houses. While thousands of coffee houses existed in their golden age between 
1680 and 1730, this illustration is one of the few that exists.17  From the rarity 
of illustrations, we can deduce coffee houses were architecturally mundane and 
unworthy of record. “Interior of a London Coffee-House” shows the coffee 
house was little more than a converted living room in a house. 
When looking at the furnishings and spatial arrangement of the interior, we 
see the space is in agreement with a non-hierarchical objective. Two primary 
observations are made: the absence of chairs and the plainness in furnishing. 
Chairs have historically conditioned tendencies to set up hierarchies. Chairs, 
which only emerged in domestic settings at the beginning of the 17th C., were 
typically reserved for heads of the house with lesser ranks sitting at benches.18  
The term “chairman” originates from this practice.19  Benches and settles being 
the only forms of seating in the coffee house provide spatial equality (figures 030-
031.
14 Habermas, Transformation, 36.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid., 33.
17 Habermas, Transformation, 32; Cowan, The Social Life, 79.
18 Charles H. Hayward, English Period Furniture (New York: Harper Collins Publishers Ltd, 1984), 
   26.
19 Ibid.
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Figure 032 Coffee house stall, front elevation (left) and side elevation (right)
Figure 031 Coffee house settle, front elevation (left) and side elevation (right)
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A nearly identical coffee house to “Interior of a London Coffee-House” is 
illustrated in “The Coffee House Mob”, save for a chair (figure 033). Under the 
power of the chair the coffee house degenerates into a mob. This illustrates that 
in the coffee house power could be challenged. The power imbalance created by 
the chair has nullified the spatial equality, leaving the “chairman” with a face full 
of coffee. This illustration proves the power held in a single chair, and why it’s 
absence from the “Interior of a Coffee House” illustration is so important.  
Secondly, there is an obvious plainness in furnishing, especially when contrasted 
against a fashionable living room of the same decade (figure 004,034). The 
contrasted living room is furnished in the William and Ashley style, popular 
during the late 17th C. William and Ashley furniture is characterized by high 
backs, and extensive turning—something more expensive woods like yew and 
walnut could better achieve.20 The absence of decorative woodwork in the coffee 
house suggests a less expensive oak furnishing.  Oval-topped gateleg tables 
(figure 036) were a signature of the William and Ashley style and a fashionable 
living space was typically outfitted with several of these.21 Comparatively, the 
coffee house is furnished by a limited number of trestle tables (figure 029), a 
considerably more utilitarian furniture. Further contributing to the richness 
of the “fashionable” living room are polished oak floors, carpets, sash windows 
and expensive artwork. 22 The “coffee house interior” illustrates an absence of 
carpets, and earlier casement windows instead of the new sash ones. The coffee 
house would also have been furnished with a combination of high and low brow 
artwork as opposed to only expensive works.23 Plainness in furnishing decreases 
intimidation produced by luxury environments and their implicit accusations of 
socioeconomic trespassing.24  The lack of chairs and plainness in furnishing were 
clearly in alignment with the public sphere egalitarian ideal.
20 Ivan Sparkes, An Illustrated History of English Domestic Furniture (Buckinghamshire: Spurbooks 
   Ltd., 1980), 114; Maurice Tomlin, English Furniture (London: Faber and Faber, 1972), 39.
21 Tomlin, English Furniture, 48.
22 Doreen Yarwood, The English Home (Essex:  The Anchor Press Ltd., 1979), 127.
23 Cowan, The Social Life, 87.
24 U. Okonkwo, Luxury Fashion Branding: Trends, Tactics, Techniques (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
   Macmillan, 2007), 238.
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Figure 035 Fashionable living room worms-eye view
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Figure 038 Lacquered Chest
Figure 037 High-back William & Ashley dining chair
Figure 036 Oak gate-leg table
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Understanding that power in the coffee house was not spatially contained, and 
in fact the space actively suppressed hierarchies, where was power embedded? 
While scholars like Richard Sennett have commented on fashion’s insignificance 
to the public sphere, for others like Erin Mackie, fashions very triviality meant 
it could thrive as an unnoticed container for power in this seemingly power 
free zone.25  Erin writes: “Power embeds itself in those apparently non-political 
and nonideological arenas of everyday life that it represents as unexceptional, 
even trivial. Manner, taste and style, not despite of but by virtue of their status 
as mundane, even trivial arenas of activity, become all important avenues of 
control.”26  Power was then embedded in fashion.
The centrality of fashion to coffee house society was clearest in a number of 
lifestyle magazines perused there. Lifestyle magazines exploded in popularity 
during the late 17th and 18th C. and the rise of the coffee house was as much 
indebted to the news commodity as it was to the coffee bean. Lower classes who 
couldn’t afford a personal news subscription instead visited coffee houses which 
served news with coffee.  Two of the more popular magazines, The Tatler and 
The Spectator, addressed literary and aesthetic issues emerging in modernity’s 
infancy.27  The bourgeois duo Joseph Addison and Richard Steele, under the 
pseudonym Mr. Bickerstaff, authored the magazines. As the arbiter of genteel 
manners and fashions, Bickerstaff set the course to securing a position in the 
now malleable social hierarchy. This course involved the abandon of falbala or 
duvilllier wigs, buckles, colourful fabrics, and pumps, for “men of sense would 
not impose such encumbrances on themselves.”28  While the magazines claimed 
to liberate men from the foolish distractions of fashionable life, they were 
effectively drawings lines of exclusion in the ideally egalitarian public sphere.
25 Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 82; Erin 
   Mackie, Market á la Mode (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997) 19.
26 Mackie, Market, 19.
27 Ibid., 218.
28 George A. Aitken, The Tatler (New York: Adler’s Foreign Books, Inc., 1970), 238.
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Fashion’s innate capacity to draw lines was first addressed by George Simmel 
in his aptly titled sartorial analysis, Fashion. “Fashion on the one hand signified 
union with those in the same class, the uniformity of the circle characterized 
by it, and uno actu, the exclusion of all other groups.”29  He explains that the 
upper classes are the first to pick up a new fashion, in an attempt to differentiate 
themselves from the lower class. These fashions are immediately adopted by 
the lower class forcing the upper class to, again, develop new fashions distance 
themselves from the lower. By this means, it is easy to see how coffee itself 
initially operated as fashion. The bourgeois Virtuousi were coffee’s early adopters 
and eventually it trickled down to the “lowly shopkeeper”. Coffee, however, 
didn’t succumb to the inevitable demise most fashions do when adopted by lower 
classes and this is where it breaks from the fashion paradigm. The popularity of 
fashion-centric lifestyle magazines and the fashionable character of coffee, two 
primary ingredients for the coffee house, shake the idea that status and those 
objects indicative of it, could merely be ignored here. 
Using a forensic reconstruction method, sartorial lines of exclusion are identified, 
shaking the foundations of Habermas’ coffee house ideal. I by no means argue 
Habermas was wrong, for the ideal of the coffee house was to disregard status. 
Decrees like “Rights of the Coffee House” institutionalized this ideal (see 
appendix).  I argue, along with Erin Mackie, that in reality there were sartorial 
lines of exclusion that undermined this ideal. It must be noted that, as the public 
sphere was male dominated, these lines only address exclusions among men. 
Sartorial reconstructions start in 1665, after the first coffee house opened, and 
continue until the 1780s, long after the coffee house golden age.
29 George Simmel, “Fashion”, International Quarterly 10, (1904), 134.
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Figure 039 1665 Outfit (for pattern see figure 094)
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Figure 041 1675 outfit (for pattern see figure 095)
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Figure 043 1690 outfit (for pattern see figure 096)
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Figure 045 1705 outfit (for pattern see figure 097)
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Figure 047 1720 outfit (for pattern see figure 098)
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Figure 049 1740 outfit (for pattern see figure 099)
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Figure 051 1755 outfit (for pattern see figure 100)
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Figure 053 1770 outfit (for pattern see figure 101)
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Figure 055 1780 outfit (for pattern see figure 102)
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Two primary findings came from this sartorial reconstruction: Firstly, clothes 
became more fitted. This can be seen when contrasting a stiffened coat skirt 
of 1690 with the relaxed and slimmer coats of the later 17th C (figure 057). 
Secondly, cuff sizes decreased. These observations align with what fashion 
historians have termed “the great masculine renunciation”, a revolution in men’s 
fashion during the 18th century that saw the restraining of sartorial forms.29  
These lines represent the limits to inclusivity in the coffee house. Lower classes 
unable to keep up with the latest fashions, fell outside these lines and were 
excluded from effectively participating in political debate. Mollies were another 
group excluded by these sartorial lines. The Molly was an 18th C. term for queer 
men who preferred to dress in frills, laces, large cuffs and wide coat skirts.30   
Instead, Mollies frequented Molly clubs, a London counter public where these 
lines of exclusion didn’t exist. While there were no explicit rules barring the 
lower classes, or those dressing in alternative fashion, their voices would be heard 
as irrational, or lacking “sense” in political debate.31  Their perceived irrationality 
would render them invisible.  
The public sphere was a space of action—the Arendtian action here being 
speech. It is plain to see how fashion undermines action in this space by 
redrawing spatial lines of exclusion as sartorial ones. That being said, according 
to scholars like Nancy Fraser, in stratified societies like modern London, a 
single public like the coffee house is not as effective as a multiple simultaneously 
occurring publics.32  Despite these sartorial lines, the public sphere was destined 
to fall short in reality.
29 J. C. Flugel, The Psychology of Clothes (New York: International Universities Press, Inc., 1971), 110.
30 Mackie, Market, 167.
31 Oliver Davis. Jacques Rancière (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010), 85.
32  Nancy Fraser, Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing 
   Democracy (Durham: Duke University Press, 1990), 64.
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Fashion, Architecture and the “Phantasmagoria”
The consequence of the fashion-architecture relationship in the coffee house 
is an obstruction of action. The consequence of the fashion-architecture 
relationship in arcades, is also an obstruction of action, although less explicitly. In 
the arcades, action is not obstructed through lines of exclusion but rather fashion 
and architecture’s coupling to produce the phantasmagoria. The phantasmagoria 
is defined as a “magic lantern show of optical illusions, rapidly changing size and 
blending into one another.” 33 The main illusion is the promise of techno-utopia 
so long as we continue to consume and thereby feed the capitalist system. This 
is not to say that technology isn’t progressive, but so long as it serves capitalist 
aims, it merely creates an illusion of progress. If the social relationships do not 
change then no progress is made.  
In “Cultural/Political Theory and a Re-invigoration of the Idea of ‘the Public’, 
George Baird sets up action and distraction as limits to the spectrum of 
consciousness in public space. Distraction is a state that emerged as a response to 
the modern urban environment. It prevents psychological exhaustion caused by 
the flurry of objects in this environment including advertising, lighting, fashion, 
etc.34  This is a great benefit of distraction. Distraction can even be revelatory, 
as in the case of the Dadaist who in a narcotic induced state of distraction 
experienced “profane illumination”.35  Distraction, however, is a double-edged 
sword. In it, we passively accept the phantasmagoria, falling into a trance like 
dream state in which we might miss the keys to awakening from it. 19th C. Paris, 
and in particular, arcades, were considered by Walter Benjamin to be the birth 
place of the phantasmagoria and central to its production were architecture and 
fashion.
33 Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1991), 81.
34 George Baird, Public Space: Cultural/political Theory: Street Photography: an interpretation 
   (Amsterdam: Sun Publishers, 2011), 44.




















S E I N E
Figure 059 Parisian arcades, N.T.S. Brown line indicates arcades of interest. This map only 
includes arcades from Johann Friedrich Geist’s Arcades; The History of a Building Type.
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To understand the arcade as the birthplace of the phantasmagoria we 
look to Benjamin, whose magnus opus The Arcades Project, saw the arcades 
as problematic but also having great potential Although there are many 
interpretations of Benjamin’s unfinished work, Susan Buck-Morss’s Marxist 
interpretation builds a solid foundation to link the architectural and sartorial. 
When Buck-Morss diagrams Benjamin’s dialectical image, the key to awakening 
from the capitalist phantasmagoria, she draws the commodity at it’s center 
(figure 061).  The commodity is bisected by two axes: the consciousness axis 
and temporal axis. These axes divide the diagram into four quadrants, each 
representing a different “face” of the commodity. Some faces like the fetish are 
problematic and some carry massive potential, like the fossil.  Architecture and 
fashion most clearly intersect in the wish image.
The wish image is a framing of modernity’s new experiences in images of past 
epochs.36 These new experiences emerge via innovations like those in iron and 
gas during the 19th C. Buck-Morss claims “the wish image is not to redeem the 
past, but to redeem the desire for utopia to which humanity has persistently 
given expression…” and later ““by attaching themselves as surface ornamentation 
to the industrial and technological forms which have just come into existence, 
collective wish images imbue the merely new with radical political meaning, 
inscribing visibly on the products of the new means of production an ancient 
image of the desired social ends of their development.”37  Fundamentally, the 
wish image earnestly desires utopia and makes these desires explicit. The wish 
image—the framing of the new in the old—is not wholly Benjamin’s. Benjamin 
derives the referencing character of the wish image from Georg Simmel, who 
first illustrates it in Fashion. Simmel explains the referencing character of fashion 
occurs to conserve energy when the upper class develops new sartorial forms to 
differentiate themselves from the lower classes.38 Essentially, the upper classes 
recycle forms from past epochs to save energy. While Simmel focuses on the 
causes of the reference character, Benjamin moves beyond causation, to the 
problems and potentials offered by it.  
36 Buck-Morss, Dialectics, 110.
37 Buck-Morss, Dialectics, 117; Buck-Morss, Dialectics, 195.




















S E I N E
Figure 061 Susan Buck-Morss’s parti of The Arcades Project
Figure 060 Gallerie Colbert and Gallerie Vivienne Plan, N.T.S. Arrow indicates views 













Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing : Walter 
Benjamin and the Arcades Project (Cambridge: The MIT 
Press, 1989), 211.
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Figure 062 Fragment of forensically reconstructed Bazaar at 
Acre using an illustration from Voyage en Orient (figure 105)




BAZAAR AT SAINT 
JOHN OF ACRE18th C.
The framing of the new in the ancient occurs most 
clearly in the Galerie Vivienne and the Galerie 
Colbert. In the first, the new is represented by the 
innovative glass and iron construction which allowed 
for a continuous glass roof that blended interior and 
exterior. Gas lighting was also a primary innovation 
of this period and blended day and night, extending 
the temporal dimensions of the city.
In the Galerie Vivienne, these innovations are framed 
in the image of the early Bazaar. After Napoleons 
campaigns in the east at the end of the 18th C., 
illustrated travelogues of the east became popular in 
Paris.  , is an illustration from Forbin’s travel-
ogue titled “Voyage en Orient.” The citation of the 
Bazaar in the Galerie Vivienne is clear. , is 







































































Figure 064 Bazaar at Acre Section, N.T.S Figure 065 Galerie 
Vivienne Section, N.T.S
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Problems arise when the wish image is used for capitalist gain, which happens 
when wish images are turned to fetishes (figure 061). When the wish image 
is commodified, it becomes a fetish: the magical value an object gains when 
commodified and the primary hallucinogenic for the phantasmagoria.39 These 
powers can best be compared to totems in occult culture. The last two faces, 
the ruin and fossil, emerge as the commodity falls from fashion and once it 
has become fully outmoded, respectively. In the ruin, the commodity takes an 
allegorical form which tells the story of failing capitalist material. The fossil 
is the last trace of that failed material, and as discussed later, it is in this trace 
that awakening is possible. This thesis, however, is primarily interested in the 
wish image and fetish. If the phantasmagoria is produced by the fetish, and 
fetishes are commodified wish images, the objective of this research became a 
hunt for wish images in architecture and fashion. I would reconstruct the new 
experiences of the city and the innovations which produced them, but I would 
also reconstruct their historical references. By seeing the strength of the citation, 
we might understand the strength of the arcade phantasmagoria.
The paramount new experience arcades offered was that, for the first time, 
passage was made through urban city blocks.40 Arcades provided refuge from 
the rain and an escape from the street, which was dirty and dangerous due to 
increasing traffic.41 As public spaces, the street and the arcade offered vastly 
different temporal experiences. The former was experienced hastily, and the 
latter—leisurely.  Another important distinction between streets and arcades, 
was the latter was, like the coffee house, a privately-owned public space. The 
profitability of this new urban experience led to the construction of fifty arcades 
in Paris (figure 059).42 Most Parisian arcades were built between 1820 and 
1840.43 This period in arcade construction was called “The Period of Fashion” 
because of the booming fashion and textile industries.44  It is no wonder the link 
between architecture and fashion would be clearest in a period when both were 
39 Ulrich Lehmann, Tigersprung: Fashion in Modernity (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000), 271; Buck-
   Morss, Dialectics, 81.
40 Johann Friedrich Geist, Arcades: The History of a Building Type (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1983), 
   12.
41 Andrew Ayers, The Architecture of Paris (Stutgart: Edition Axel Menges, 2004), 384.
42 Ibid.
43 Geist, Arcades, 117.







































































Figure 066 Diagram of major 
innovations and citations of the 
Galerie Vivienne
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at their height.  Two Arcades built during “the period of fashion”, the Galerie 
Vivienne (1826) and the Galerie Colbert (1827),  most clearly employed wish 
images.
For both Vivienne and Colbert, the primary technological innovation or “form 
that has just come into existence” was the continuous iron and glass roof, which 
blended interior and exterior. Another major innovation of this period was 
gas lighting, which extended the temporal experience of Paris, blending day 
into night. Innovations in iron and glass were considered closely linked: “The 
two great advances in technology—gas and cast iron—go together.”45   These 
new spatial and temporal experiences were framed in ancient forms. Both 
galleries were designed by Percier and Fontaine, French architects often hired 
by Napoleon and working in the Empire style.46 This style can best be described 
as a combination of “greco-roman and egyptian forms and motifs”.47  After 
Napoleons campaigns in the east at the end of the 18th century, European 
exploration of countries like Israel and Egypt grew.48  Illustrated travelogues 
from these explorations, like Forbin’s Voyage en Orient, were increasingly 
published in France and had a considerable influence on architecture. The 
Galerie Vivienne was certainly influenced by these travelogues. When comparing 
a forensically reconstructed Galerie Vivienne (figure 063) with a reconstructed 
Bazaar (figure 062) from Voyage en Orient, there is an undeniable formal likeness. 
The travelogue was published in 1819 and the arcade was built in 1826. This 
chronology supports the hypothesis that Vivienne was framed in the ancient 
forms illustrated by Forbin (figure 107). Furthermore, the Galerie Vivienne was 
ornamented with a number of ancient motifs including the Episcopalian staff, 
anchor, palm branches, cornucopia and lance.49 Many of these are symbols of past 
epochs. The cornucopia is a symbol from ancient Greek mythology and the and 
the lance was the cavalry soldier’s weapon in the middle ages.50
45 Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988), 151.
46 Geist, Arcades, 503
47 Encylopaedia Britannica, s.v. “Charles Percier and Pierre Fontaine.”
48 Geist, Arcades, 4.
49 Ibid, 496.
50 “Bountiful Begginnings: What is a Cornucopia?,” Bright Hub Education, accessed May 8, 2018. 
https://www.brighthubeducation.com/history-homework-help/126590-what-is-a-cornucopia/ 
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red marble, yellow 







































Figure 067 Diagram of 
major innovations and 











Figure 068 Fragment of forensically reconstructed Old St. 
Peter’s Basilica using figure 108
Figure 069 Fragment of forensically 
reconstructed Galerie Colbert
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Designed by the same architects as the Galerie Vivienne, the Galerie 
Colbert also heavily cited the ancient.The Galerie colbert cites the 
ancient Christian Church, only on a smaller scale. A comparison of Old 
St. Peter’s Basillica with the Galerie Colbert reveals the similarities 
between the two buildings. 
At an overarching level, the Galerie Colbert makes two chief citations: 
the naive of “corinthian engaged columns with a corbeled entablature 
which unites the arches” and “the termination of the space by a 
stylized structure suggesting an open roof frame.”(Geist, 497) Looking 
down the central naive, the illusion of flanking aisles is produced by 
the depth of the columns and darkness of shop glazing. The Galerie 
Colbert took referencing the past even further, however, citing not only 
the forms but imitating the materials too. Pedestals, columns, friezes 
and mouldings were painted to appear as red marble, yellow marble, 
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Figure 070 Old St. Peter’s Basilica, N.T.S Figure 071 Galerie 
Colbert Section, N.T.S
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The Galerie Colbert shares the same gas and iron innovations as the Galerie 
Vivienne. Instead of the ancient east, however, the Galerie Colbert cites the early 
Christian Church.51  A comparison of a forensically reconstructed Old. St Peter’s 
Basilica (figure 068) and Galerie Colbert (figure 069) shows an even stronger 
referencing than in the Galerie Vivienne. The citations include: Corinthian 
columns, decorative friezes, classical corbels, and an ornamented pediment 
that formally imitates the open roof structure of Old St. Peters Basilica.52 In 
perspective, the Galerie Colbert is experienced like the early Christian Church 
(figure 081).53 The darkness of the shop windows and the depth of the columns 
create the illusion of aisles flanking a central naive.54  The Galerie Colbert, 
though, takes the citations even further. Not only are forms and ornaments 
imitated, but materials are too. The columns are painted to look like yellow 
marble; the bases, red marble; and the friezes, grey marble.55  Architecture in 
both arcades clearly operates as a wish image, only one that is commodified into 
fetish in support of the arcade’s capitalist objective.
Benjamin most explicitly ties architecture and fashion in the wish image 
when he writes, “fashion like architecture, stands in the darkness of the lived 
moment.”56 “Darkness” is a metaphor for the unrealized potential of architectural 
and sartorial innovations, and their premature application under capitalism. This 
prematurity shows itself in the intense framing of the new in the old—the wish 
image. During the “period of fashion”, wish images pervaded sartorial forms with 
an unprecedented intensity and arguably, one never again matched.
From the 1820’s till the 1840’s, a period fashion historians have titled the 
Romantic era, French fashions heavily cited the Elizabethan mode. Elizabethan 
fashions were characterized by ruffs, massive sleeves, farthingales, and extreme 





56 Buck-Morss, Dialectics, 114. 
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sartorial extravagance.57 Popular literature of the Romantic Era was preoccupied 
with the 16th C. so its understandable to see French fashions frame themselves 
in an Elizabethan image.58 By reconstructing these fashions we can see sartorial 
forms transcend time in the way architectural forms did. For example, an 1826 
dress (figure 075) cites the puffed and slashed sleeves of a 1560 dress (figure 073). 
It tries to differentiate itself, however, by wrapping itself in a gauze mesh which 
can be considered an “innovation”. Similarly, an 1830 dress (figure 079) cites the 
massive sleeves and ruff of a 1580 dress (figure 077). The sleeve, however, grows 
to be three times the size of its historical reference. From the reconstruction it is 
clear to see just how strong these references were and, coupled with the various 
architectural wish images, why the arcades were so phantasmagorical.
Finally, as aforementioned, there are faces to the commodity that are revelatory 
and not problematic as is the fetish. The commodity puts us into the dream 
state but it’s also, paradoxically, the key to awakening from it. When the fetish 
character fades from the wish image it turns into a fossil.59 This happened 
when the arcades fell into ruin at the end of the 18th century, capturing all the 
fashions and commodities that failed to engender their utopian promise.60  The 
fossils potential lies in its capacity to reveal the inefficacies of the capitalist 
system.  Furthermore, the revolutionary potential of these objects is multiplied 
by the fact that they are wish images. In seeing the unrealized utopian desires 
of the generation immediately-passed as well as those of ancient epochs, we are 
supplied with additional motivation to act. We see a constant failure to move 
towards utopia, which was the promise of linear time and the techno-utopian 
narrative that commonly accompanies it. We instead determine that only 
concerted political action will take us to utopia.
57 James Laver, Taste and Fashion (London: George G. Harrap & Company Ltd., 1937), 33.
58 Ibid, 32.
























































Figure 073  Detail of fuffed slashed sleeve from 1560 dress
Figure 072 1560 dress (for pattern see figure 101)
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Figure 075 Puffed Slashed sleeve wrapped in a gauze oversleeve frrom1826 dress. 
Teal indicates a citation of the 1560 dress and pink indicates a sartorial innovation.
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Figure 076 1580 dress (for pattern see figure 103)
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Figure 078 1830 dress (for pattern see figure 104)
Figure 079 Detail of 1830 dress showing the massive gigot sleeve and ruff. Teal indicates a 
citation of the 1580 dress.
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Figure 080 1826 dress cites the Elizabethan mode, and the Gallerie Vivienne cites architecture of 
the ancient east.
76
Figure 081 1830 dress cites the Elizabethan mode, and the Gallerie Colbert cites classical roman 
architecture. 
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An extension of the forensic reconstruction pipeline was necessary to address 
the phantasmagoria’s dynamic character. First, motion capture data needed 
acquiring. Two methods were tested to record this data: infrared scanning and an 
IMU (inertial measurement unit) mocap suit.  The latter, which uses a gyroscope, 
accelerometer and magnetometer to track body movements, proved to be more 
accurate and so was used for sartorial animation (figure 082).
A bipedal skeleton, or a human skeleton was then set up inside of the 
retopologized 3D scan (figure 083). This is referred to as “the rig”. Connections 
were then made to determine which bones influence which vertices on the body 
mesh in a process called “skin weight painting.” Figure 083 depicts a shin being 
painted in full white meaning it is fully influenced by the tibia/fibula bones. 
After skin weight painting was completed for all bones, the motion capture data 
can be transferred onto the rig and simulated. For each frame, vertices of the 
cloth mesh were computed based on the moving rig and skin weights. 
Next, the cloth meshes were layered on top of the body mesh (figure 085) and 
simulated using the cloth solver mentioned in the initial sartorial pipeline 
(see page 13). Finally, the cloth meshes were exported as geometry cache files 
and imported into Maya for rendering (figure 086). A geometry cache is a file 
that “that store vertex transformation data.”61  Every vertex of the cloth mesh 
is stored as data and, at render time, the cache is applied to the mesh which 
transforms mesh vertices accordingly. 
The extended fashion pipeline was an attempt to identify additional relations in 
the complex web surrounding the 18th-century public sphere and 19th-century 
phantasmagoria. While the time variable was part of the garment reconstruction 
process, here it is extended beyond dress’s initial construction to understand 
sartorial forms as being incredibly ephemeral. Using the cloth solver, it becomes 
clear that any sartorial form lasts only 1/24th of a second before deforming into 
another. Simply put, there are 24 different forms the dress takes for every second. 
The incredible ephemerality of sartorial forms is put in stark contrast with 
architecture which retains its form somewhat indefinitely. 
extended fAsHion PiPeline 




Figure 082 Motion data acquisition
Figure 083 Rigging and Skinning
Figure 084 Motion data applied to rig
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Figure 085 Dress layered onto animated rig and simulated using a cloth solver
80
Figure 086 Dress animation exported as geocache to Maya for rendering.
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Because the arcades were a space of circulation, the phantasmagoria was 
experienced dynamically. If the phantasmagoria was “a magic lantern show of 
optical illusions, rapidly changing size and blending into one another”, I thought 
it best to look at the wish image in an animated state that compliments the 
illusion of progress produced by the phantasmagoria.62 
 
Experimenting with all four dresses—1560, 1580, 1826, and 1830— 
promenading in the arcade captured some of these shifting forms. The gigot 
sleeve of the 1830 dress is particularly bewitching in an animated state (figure 
089). Daytime and nighttime animations were produced to see how these 
forms interact with natural light and artificial light. Tests were also conducted 
with a moving camera which puts architecture in motion to maximize 
phantasmagorical dynamism. 
While I hypothesize the animated experience of the arcades to be central to 
phantasmagoric production and reception, these tests proved less conclusive than 
anticipated. The framing of the new in the old seems to be the primary aesthetic 
quality of the phantasmagoria and the point where fashion and architecture 
conspire most explicitly.  Further experimentation of the phantasmagoria’s 
animated quality is necessary to identify any sartorial-architectural collusions 
beyond the wish image. The goal of these experiments was to incorporate 
a temporal dimensions to acknowledge the massive temporal shifts that 
characterize modernity. More of these experiments can be seen in the following 
pages. 
Animated Experiments
62 Buck-Morss, Dialectics, 81.
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Figure 087 Animation still of 1826 dress in the Galerie Vivienne (see figure 090 for sequence)
Figure 088 Animation still of 1830 dress in the Galerie Colbert (see figure 089 for sequence)
83
84
Figure 089 Daytime animated sequence of 1830 dress in the Galerie Colbert
85
86
Figure 090 Nighttime animated sequence of 1826 dress in the Galerie Vivienne
87
ConClusion
Using the forensic reconstruction method, the centrality of fashion—an 
inherently political and economic object—to British coffee houses and Parisian 
arcades is concretized. As typologies, coffee houses and arcades possess specific 
architectural characteristics that intersect with fashion in potent and problematic 
ways. 
In the coffee house, hierarchical lines were erased from the space through 
egalitarian furnishings. An absence of chairs and plainness of furnishings 
produced an egalitarian atmosphere that supported the public sphere’s 
nonhierarchical objectives. However, the erasure of hierarchical lines led to 
the redrawing of new ones in fashion. Fashion’s inevitable function as a line of 
demarcation is heightened in a space where no other lines exist. By forensically 
reconstructing both the furnishings and fashions, the erasure of lines and their 
subsequent redrawing is explicated. The redrawn lines are made clear in a series 
of fashion silhouettes (see orange lines on pages 36 - 50).59  Those inside these 
“circles” would be rational participants in political debate and those outside—
irrational, and effectively invisible.  Furthermore, by employing a method 
reserved for trials of international importance to the mundane, the trivial is 
ennobled with its real-world power. 
In the second public space on trial, the Parisian arcade, the architectural-
sartorial relationship is also problematic albeit less explicitly. This relationship 
rests on Susan Buck-Morss parti of Benjamin’s Arcades Project, which positions 
the commodity—for which fashion’s ephemerality makes it quintissential—at 
the center. Her Marxist diagraming of the commodity’s various faces creates 
points of intersection for fashion and architecture. In these faces we can see 
88
how fashion and architecture operate as wish images that, when commodified, 
become fetishes and release the deceptive phantasmagoria. The forensic 
reconstruction method rebuilds wish images and their historical references. 
Through the forensic reconstruction, we can see where the strength of the arcade 
phantasmagoria originates. By building an evidentiary exhibit for Buck-Morss’s 
interpretation, the forensic reconstruction concretizes the commodity’s various 
physognomies, which are present in both architecture and fashion. Finally, like 
the coffee house, this process imbues the “profane” with power. For Benjamin, 
the key to waking from the capitalist phantasmagoria laid in the profane, which 
here is the failed material of past epochs.60 When a commodity falls from 
fashion, it sheds its fetish face and turns to a fossil. In the fossil, the unrealized 
utopian dreams of past epochs, including the one immediately passed, are 
made visible. We realize the inefficacy of the capitalist system in delivering the 
techno-utopia it repeatedly promises. Instead of the superficial reconfigurations 
capitalism relies on, concerted revolutionary action that reconfigures social 
relationships can ensue.
These are the architectural-sartorial relationships central to British coffee Houses 
and Parisian arcades—the two founding myths of modernity.  
63 Buck-Morss, Dialectics, 261.
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retopologized for quicker collision calculation/animation
bounding volumes setup on major body parts
pattern traced and digitized
patterns aligned to bounding volumes and 
simulated using cloth solver
Process repeated for all garment pieces
setup bipedal rig and paint skin w
capture motion data using motion capture suit
retarget motion capture data onto bipedal rig
add garment geometry and simulate with collisions
export geometry cache from garment and import 







By bringing the sartorial and architectural into a single space 
of analysis and under a consistent scale, relationships could 
be empirically identified that would either corroborate or 
dismantle theory surrounding Arcades, Coffee Houses, 
Architecture and Fashion.  
Tools from the VFX and gaming industries were borrowed to 
explore sartorial forms. These tools include a garment model-
ing packages with in-package cloth solvers, rigging and 
skinning systems, sculpting tools which were used to explore 
both sartorial and architectural ornaments.These industry 
tools, provide great insight into the malleable and time-depen-
dent as opposed to the rigid and static for which much of 
architectural curriculum gravitates. To address the thesis 
question, both malleable and rigid, static and time dependent 
objects were reconstructed. 
 
To identify sartorial nuances, it was necessary to set a 
constant variable for which trends or observations could be 
made against. My body is in many ways comparable to a 
ground plane, or datum. After setting this constant, data was 
collected from various fashion and costume pattern books for 
use in the above methodological pipeline.
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Figure 103 Pattern for 1560 dress, 
N.T.S.
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Designed by the same architects as the Galerie Vivienne, the Galerie 
Colbert also heavily cited the ancient.The Galerie colbert cites the 
ancient Christian Church, only on a smaller scale. A comparison of Old 
St. Peter’s Basillica with the Galerie Colbert reveals the similarities 
between the two buildings. 
At an overarching level, the Galerie Colbert makes two chief citations: 
the naive of “corinthian engaged columns with a corbeled entablature 
which unites the arches” and “the termination of the space by a 
stylized structure suggesting an open roof frame.”(Geist, 497) Looking 
down the central naive, the illusion of flanking aisles is produced by 
the depth of the columns and darkness of shop glazing. The Galerie 
Colbert took referencing the past even further, however, citing not only 
the forms but imitating the materials too. Pedestals, columns, friezes 
and mouldings were painted to appear as red marble, yellow marble, 
grey marble and bronze. 
360 C.E
1:60
BAZAAR AT SAINT 
JOHN OF ACRE18th C.
The framing of the new in the ancient occurs most 
clearly in the Galerie Vivienne and the Galerie 
Colbert. In the first, the new is represented by the 
innovative glass and iron construction which allowed 
for a continuous glass roof that blended interior and 
exterior. Gas lighting was also a primary innovation 
of this period and blended day and night, extending 
the temporal dimensions of the city.
In the Galerie Vivienne, these innovations are framed 
in the image of the early Bazaar. After Napoleons 
campaigns in the east at the end of the 18th C., 
illustrated travelogues of the east became popular in 
Paris.  , is an illustration from Forbin’s travel-
ogue titled “Voyage en Orient.” The citation of the 
Bazaar in the Galerie Vivienne is clear. , is 
similar travelogue illustration from from Coste’s 
voyage to Egypt.








retopologized for quicker collision calculation/animation
bounding volumes setup on major body parts
pattern traced and digitized
patterns aligned to bounding volumes and 
simulated using cloth solver
Process repeated for all garment pieces
setup bipedal rig and paint skin w
capture motion data using motion capture suit
retarget motion capture data onto bipedal rig
add garment geometry and simulate with collisions
export geometry cache from garment and import 
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Oak Gate Leg Table
Walnut Dining Chair
Cabinet
Wall mirror with carved pear-wood frame
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